Solution-Controlled Conformational Switching of an Anchored Wireframe DNA Nanostructure.
Self-assembled DNA origami nanostructures have a high degree of programmable spatial control that enables nanoscale molecular manipulations. A surface-tethered, flexible DNA nanomesh is reported herein which spontaneously undergoes sharp, dynamic conformational transitions under physiological conditions. The transitions occur between two major macrostates: a spread state dominated by the interaction between the DNA nanomesh and the BSA/streptavidin surface and a surface-avoiding contracted state. Due to a slow rate of stochastic transition events on the order of tens of minutes, the dynamic conformations of individual structures can be detected in situ with DNA PAINT microscopy. Time series localization data with automated imaging processing to track the dynamically changing radial distribution of structural markers are combined. Conformational distributions of tethered structures in buffers with elevated pH exhibit a calcium-dependent domination of the spread state. This is likely due to electrostatic interactions between the structures and immobilized surface proteins (BSA and streptavidin). An interaction is observed in solution under similar buffer conditions with dynamic light scattering. Exchanging between solutions that promote one or the other state leads to in situ sample-wide transitions between the states. The technique herein can be a useful tool for dynamic control and observation of nanoscale interactions and spatial relationships.